Supplemental Non-Disclosure

Think of me as the queen bee.
I am the queen bee because I am the nest.
I am the nest of Information.
Priceless Information.
Priceless Information from Subliminet.
Protect the queen’s identity.
Protect the nest’s location.
Protect the Information.
Think of this document as an artifact.
It could be yours to keep.
If you do your part to keep my identity a secret,
you will be doing your part to increase the value of this document.
Think platform.
Think HYPE.
Think that this document is a platform for
exponential growth in value.
Think exclusivity.
This copy is your copy.
Think about when you get this copy back,
with my signatures on it,
because I want you to anticipate its value increasing exponentially
from this moment on.
These are the only pages of this document I will ever gratuitously sign and release.
Any future copies of this document I sign shall be exclusively for a fee.
I shall receive 50% of the fee,
everyone else in this group shall equally split the remaining 50%.
Think of your share of 50% as royalties.
Think of me as an Artist of Sublime Splendor.
But an Artist that cannot succeed unless concealed behind a veil of anonymity.
Think of my anonymity as a wave function that has yet to collapse.
Please,

no Information leaks.
No photographs or recordings of my image or my voice.
No social media leaks.
No media leaks of any kind.
Please do not collapse any wavefunctions.
Wavefunction collapse via revealment of identity
will disrupt my Artistic capabilities.
I will be releasing all Information that needs to be known
when the Information I do release can be known.
Signing this Non-Disclosure Agreement Supplement
is your vow of silence.
Your vow to do your part to
exponentially increase the value of this very document
you find yourself reading now.
Your vow to do your part to keep
my true identity anonymous so that I might best
intentionally unintentionally orchestrate
an Artistic performance of Sublime Splendor,…
a Marketing Campaign of Sublime Splendor.
I have developed many veils over the years.
Corporate avatars that I’ve used on and off for 7 years.
I am a corporate avatar and I am I from Subliminet.
Think of me as Information.
Information from Subliminet.
I am Information from Subliminet.
I have also appeared on Facebook in a few groups as
Mortimer Sloane
in this very same disguise.
Think of everything that could potentially occur in the near and distant future
with relevant relation to the priceless Information I will release
between now and December 22, 2018
as occurring within the context of
inaugurating an entirely NEW
income generating,
job creating,
life changing,
paradigm shifting

INDUSTRY.
Will my business plan succeed?
I don’t know.
But with your help and cooperation,
it can’t fail because of you.
It can only fail because of me.
Information that is priceless, by the way,
CANNOT fail.
What you CAN do,
is talk with everybody you know and don’t know
about the Information I do release.
Nothing more.
You can also make a contribution on
GoFundMe when the drive is launched.
Get your friends to make a contribution as well.
Don’t worry,
I’m not going to be giving too much Information out to you
before I release it anyway.
You’ll just have to wait like everybody else.
Only you’ll be the first ones to see it.
Please sign this solemn vow of secrecy___________________________________________________
Business affiliation__________________________________________________________________________
Michael Sea__________________________________________________________________________________
I from Subliminet___________________________________________________________________________
Mortimer Sloane____________________________________________________________________________
MC initial insignia___________________________________________________________________________
This exclusive one of a kind copy will be returned to you
signed by each of the above listed corporate avatars of Subliminet Inc.
on or about but not before December 22, 2018.

